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1 Introduction
One of the well-known bottlenecks identified in
climate research are the high I/O requirements of
some scientific codes; other disciplines like
astronomy, engineering, biology and materials
science are following closely. Find below a number
of examples of typical output sizes of simulations in
various scientific disciplines [5].
Table 1. Typical atmospheric experiment data sizes
for 10 model year run, output 4x per model day.
Spatial Resolution
climate
seasonal
climatology
forecast

Data Sizes (GB)
36.5
74.8
98.1
324.1

Table 2. Typical ocean experiment data sizes for a
10 model year run, data output once per model day
Spatial Resolution
4º x 4º (global)
1º x 1º (Atlantic)
1º x 1º (global)
1/4ºx1/4º(Atlantic)

Data Sizes (GB)
5.8
21.5
133.2
347.1

Situation becomes worse when many users,
possibly concurrently, want to access result data. As
a rule, user access nowadays suffers from three
severe shortcomings.

First, access is on an inappropriate semantic
level. Applications accessing data have to deal with
directories, file names, and data formats instead of
accessing multidimensional data in terms of, say,
simulation space/time and other user-oriented terms.
Second, data access is inefficient. Data are stored
according to their generation process, for example,
in time slices. All access pertaining to different criteria, for example spatial coordinates, requires dataintensive extraction processes and, hence, suffers
from severe performance penalties.
Third, search across a multitude of data sets is
hard to support. Evaluation of search criteria usually
requires networks transfer of each candidate data set
to the client, implying a prohibitively immense
amount of data to be shipped. Many interesting and
important evaluations currently are impossible.
Finally, all the aforementioned data access efficiency problems are intensified as the user community grows, as obviously networks load grows linearly with the number of users.
In summary, a major bottleneck today is fast,
user-centric access to and evaluation of these socalled Multidimensional Discrete Data (MDD).
In the European initiative ESTEDI1,2, research
and industry cooperate to overcome this obstacle.
The basic approach is to augment the high-volume
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data generators with a database system for management and extraction of spatio-temporal data.
In this contribution we introduce the ESTEDI
project and give a brief overview of the RasDaMan
database system.

2 The ESTEDI Project
The observation underlying the ESTEDI approach is that, whereas transfer of complete data sets
to the client(s) is prohibitively time consuming, users actually do not always need the whole data set; in
many cases they require some subset (e.g., cut-outs
in space and time), or some kind of summary data
(such as thumbnails or statistical evaluations), or a
combination thereof. It is known that an intelligent
spatio-temporal database server can drastically
reduce networks traffic and client processing load,
leading to increased data availability. For the end
user this ultimately means improved quality of
service in terms of performance and functionality.
The project is organised as follows. Under guidance of ERCOFTAC3 (European Research Community on Flow, Turbulence and Combustion), represented by University of Surrey, a critical mass of
large European HPC centres plus a CFD package
vendor have performed a thorough requirements
elicitation. In close cooperation with these partners
and based on the requirements, the database experts
of FORWISS and Active Knowledge GmbH have
specified the common data management platform.
Currently ongoing prototype implementation of
this platform relies on the multidimensional database
system RasDaMan4 which is being optimised
towards HPC by enhancing it with intelligent mass
storage handling, parallel retrieval, and further relevant technologies.
The architecture will be implemented and operated in a tentatively wide range of key HPC applications, forming a common pilot platform thoroughly
evaluated by end-users:
• climate modelling by CLRC5 and DKRZ6;

• cosmological simulation by CINECA7;
• flow modelling of chemical reactors by CSCS8;
• satellite image retrieval and information extraction by DLR9;
• simulation of the dynamics of gene expression by
IHPC&DB10;
• computational fluid dynamics (CFD) postprocessing by Numeca International s.a.11.
All development is in response to the user
requirements crystalised by the User Interest Group
(UIG) promoted by ERCOFTAC. Active promotion
of the results, including regular meetings, is
instrumental to raise awareness and take-up among
industry and academia, both in Europe and beyond.
The project outcome will be twofold: (i) a fully
published comprehensive specification for flexible
DBMS-based retrieval on multi-Terabyte data
tailored to the HPC field and (ii) an open prototype
platform implementing this specification, evaluated
under real-life conditions in key applications.

3 The Array DBMS RasDaMan
Usually, research on array DBMSs focuses on
particular system components, such as multidimensional data storage [6] or formal data models [3,4].
RasDaMan, conversely, is a generic array DBMS,
where “generic” means that functionality is not tied
to some particular application area.
The conceptual model of RasDaMan centers
around the notion of an n-D array (in the programming language sense) which can be of any dimension, size, and array cell type (for the C++ binding,
this means that valid C++ types and structs are admissible). Based on a specifically designed array
algebra [1], the RasDaMan query language, RasQL,
offers array primitives embedded in the standard
SQL query paradigm. The expressiveness of RasQL
enables a wide range of statistical, imaging, and
OLAP operations. To give a flavour of the query
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language, we present a small example. From a set
ClimateModels of 4-D climate models (dimensions x, y, z, t), all those models are retrieved where
average temperature in 1,000m over ground exceeds
5° C. From the results, only the layers from ground
up to 1,000m are delivered. The corresponding
RasQL query reads as follows:
select cm[ *:*, *:*, *:1000, *:* ]
from
ClimeSimulations as cm
where avg_cells(
cm[ *:*, *:*, 1000, *:* ]
) > 5.0

Server-based query evaluation relies on algebraic
optimisation and a specialised array storage manager
[7,2]. Storage is based on the subdivision of an array
object into arbitrary tiles, i.e., possibly non-aligned
sub-arrays, combined with a spatial index [2].
Optionally, tiles are compressed using one of various
algorithms.
In the course of ESTEDI, RasDaMan will be enhanced with intelligent mass storage handling and
optimised towards HPC; among the research topics
are complex imaging and statistical queries and their
optimisation.

4 Conclusion
The ESTEDI initiative addresses a recognised
major bottleneck in climate analysis: fast, user-centric access to and evaluation of simulation results.
What is unique about ESTEDI is the combination of
both HPC and database expertise from European
institutions and beyond. We feel that such an interdisciplinary approach has considerable potential to
overcome the current HPC data management bottle-

neck, hence we urge the interested reader to monitor
ESTEDI project progress by frequently visiting
www.estedi.org !
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Appendix
The following images show sample HPC application data retrieved from RasDaMan databases. All visualisations have been done with rView, the RasDaMan visual frontend.
Fig. 1: Sample climate
variable (3-D retrieval
result from 4-D climate
model); data courtesy of
German Climate Research
Centre (DKRZ).

Fig. 2: Visualisation of
the internal tiling
structure of a 3-D array
object.

